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1 of 1 review helpful A worthy gift to any serious golfer By Wakka If you re done stress reduction excercises or 
meditation a lot will be familiar in this book I d be surprised if the authors stumbled upon much of the techniques in 
this book independently as they do not really give any credit or reference other medidative or self reflection practices 
It makes no matter as the techniques do work For centuries yogis and The co author of the classic Extraordinary Golf 
offers an innovative approach to improving the overall game by focusing on putting which accounts for more than one 
third of the strokes in a typical round Not just a tips and techniques book Extraordinary Putting features a series of 
illustrated exercises that will help golfers Develop the inner freedom to trust themselves and recognize self imposed 
barriers Find the peace of mind that co About the Author Fred Shoemaker who began teaching golf in the seventies is 
the founder of Extraordinary Golf reg named one of Golf Magazine s 25 Best Golf Schools in America He lectures and 
conducts workshops around the world for such organizations 
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